ARC FLASH HEARING PROTECTION

What requirements must a hearing protector meet for arc flash protection?

Arc flash is the term describing an extremely dangerous electrical hazard when uncontrolled current passes between two conductors. When voltage is high enough (over 480V), the intense heat of the arc flash can create a serious hazard for workers in the arc flash zone; temperatures can reach 35,000° F, and the impulse sound resulting from the explosive expansion from the arc can exceed 160 dB. Shrapnel from an arc blast can be propelled over 700 mph. Each year, more than 2,000 persons are treated for arc flash burns (NFPA 70E-2015, Annex K).

The National Fire Protection Association publishes its NFPA 70E Standard for Electrical Safety in the Workplace, which defines arc flash boundary zones, and recommended PPE (personal protective equipment) for each zone. The following FAQs summarize the requirements for hearing protection defined in NFPA 70E-2015.

Are hearing protectors required for arc flash hazard zones, according to NFPA 70E?
Yes, the 2015 standard requires workers in an arc flash hazard zone to wear insert-type hearing protection (earplugs), as defined in Section 130.7(C)(5)).

Does NFPA certify or approve particular hearing protectors as being compliant with NFPA 70E-2015?
No, the NFPA does not certify or approve any PPE. Any manufacturer claims that a particular piece of PPE has been tested to NFPA standards, or has been certified by NFPA, are inaccurate and misleading.

Does a hearing protector need to have an arc flash rating to comply with NFPA 70E-2015?
No. Arc ratings are required for primary PPE, such as arc-rated clothing. But arc ratings are not defined for hearing protection. Under the NFPA 70E-2015 standard, all exposed skin is to be covered with arc-rated clothing, such that an earplug would not be the primary protection for an arc flash burn. The purpose of the earplug is to provide hearing protection only, not to provide any burn protection.

Are Howard Leight earplugs flame resistant?
In the 2015 revision of 70E, NFPA no longer uses the Flame Resistant (FR) designation for qualified PPE, preferring instead to designate some required PPE as "arc-rated" (AR). Hearing protection in an arc flash boundary zone requires neither FR nor AR designation. However, for other applications, some users may be interested to know all Howard Leight earplugs are tested against an ISO test method to measure ignitability, and meet its requirements for flame resistance.

Can earmuffs be worn in arc hazard zones?
NFPA 70E-2015 specifically defines ear canal inserts (earplugs) as the required protection in all arc flash zones (see Table 130.7(C)(16)).
Can an earplug provide good protection for an explosive sound that can reach 160 dB, like an arc blast?
Yes. If properly inserted and well-fitted, an earplug may provide good protection for an explosive blast. Whereas OSHA defines 90 dBA as the permissible exposure limit for an 8-hour time-weighted average noise exposure, there are no General Industry standards for permissible exposures for an impulse/impact noise. However, many jurisdictions not covered by OSHA require impulse noise to be reduced below 137-140 dB for a single-event exposure (explosion or blast), a protected exposure level that can be accomplished with properly-fitted hearing protection.
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Sound Source is a periodic publication of the Hearing Conservation team of Honeywell Safety Products, addressing questions and topics relating to hearing conservation and hearing protection.

WARNING: This document does not provide important product warnings and instructions. Honeywell recommends all users of its products undergo thorough training and that all warnings and instructions provided with the products be thoroughly read and understood prior to use. It is necessary to assess hazards in the work environment and to match the appropriate personal protective equipment to particular hazards that may exist. At a minimum, a complete and thorough hazard assessment must be conducted to properly identify the appropriate personal protective equipment to be used in a particular work environment. FAILURE TO READ AND FOLLOW ALL PRODUCT WARNINGS AND INSTRUCTIONS AND TO PROPERLY PERFORM A HAZARD ASSESSMENT MAY RESULT IN SERIOUS PERSONAL INJURY.